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Church, and the many idolatrous acts that were enacted
at them,85 seem quite opposed to the idea that Philip ever
entertained Christian feelings.
Another fact that may be brought forward against the
Christianity of Philip Is that there are certain coins
existing issued by him with the legends ®EO MAPINO
and OlAmnonOAITON KOAONIAS, and the Latin letters
S. C, Many doubts have in earlier times been expressed
as to who this Marinus might be, till at last M. Tochon
d'Annecy suggested that he was the father of Philip,86 a
suggestion now proved by the discovery by Mr. Wadding-
ton of some inscriptions reading MAPI. . . 0EON D ATGPA,
at Chehebe, a village situated near Ledja.87 Philip thus
deified his father, an act totally opposed to Christianity.88
Another most important objection is that many ancient
85	Cf. a fine brass medallion of Philips I. and II. and Otacilia
with the legend SAECVLVM NOVVM (Cohen, Med. Imp.
No. 12), where the two Emperors   are sacrificing to Jupiter,
accompanied by another person and a flute-player.     The type
is somewhat analagous to that on coins of Domltian (Cohen,
Med. Imp. Nos. 308—314:).    Philip's other coins represent the
usual pagan deities.
86	MSm. sur les Med. de Marinus frappees a Philippopolis*
Paris, 4to. 1817.
87	Rev. Num. 1865, p. 63.     See also the account of Philippo-
polis, here proved to be in Trachonitis, and not to be identified
with Bostra, and some remarks on the coins of Paeatianus, who
has been erroneously identified with Marinus, but whom Mr.
Waddington has proved to have been the general in revolt in
Moesia, called only Mar mm by "'ancient authors, but on coins
Tiberius Claudius Marinus Pacatianus.
88	Both the Philips were made divi (Eutrop, ix. 3), but this
alone would not militate against their Christian tendencies, for
we have coins of Constantine I,, who was certainly a Christian,
with the legend DV. CONSTANTINVS PT. AVGG., on
which  the Emperor is  represented carried  to heaven  in  a
quadriga (Cohen, Md. Imp. No. 568).    Eusebius (Vit. Const.
iv. 73) describes these pieces.

